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"Open Access (OA) is online, digital, free of charge, and free of most copyright and licensing restrictions."

~ Peter Suber, Director of Harvard Office for Scholarly Communication
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Abstract

This Report has a number of inter-related general purposes. One is to explore the extent to which food, nutrition, physical activity, and body composition modify the risk of cancer, and to specify which factors are most important. To the extent that environmental factors such as food, nutrition, and physical activity influence the risk of cancer, it is a preventable disease. The Report specifies recommendations based on solid evidence which, when followed, will be expected to reduce the incidence of cancer.
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examples of OA saving my personal bacon

* figure of speech, I don't like bacon.
speech, I don't like bacon.
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Raphael's School of Athens: A Theorem in a Painting?  
Robert Haas Ph.D.

http://scholarship.claremont.edu/jhm/vol2/iss2/9
To: <editor-cmc_theses-1328@scholarship.clairemont.edu>
Subject: Regarding status of senior thesis

To whom is may concern,

Sorry to be potentially bothersome, but I was wondering about when the link to my thesis online will be going live. I've already had one professor from UCI ask for a copy, and I will attending an undergraduate conference on Saturday (as in two days from now) and having a live link would be useful. Can I expect that to be the case in the near future, or is there any way to speed up the process? Again, sorry to be an inconvenience, but it has been a while since I submitted so I have no idea what stage of the process it's at. Thanks in advance for your assistance.
7. The Publisher recognizes that the Contributor retains the following rights:

a. The right to use the Work, in full or in part, for the authors’ personal use, including their own classroom teaching, with the following copyright and credit notice:

Reprinted from *Journal of Forestry* (vol. [ ], no. [ ]), published by the Society of American Foresters, 5400 Grosvenor Lane, Bethesda, MD 20814-2198. Not for further reproduction.

b. The right to use the Work, in full or in part, in the preparation of derivative works, extension of the Work into book-length, or other works, provided that it is accompanied by a full acknowledgement of the original publication.

c. The right to include the Work, in full or in part, in a thesis or dissertation, provided it is not published commercially.

d. The right to post a pre-print version (e.g., in Word or WordPerfect format) of the Work, revised if desired to reflect any changes made in the peer review process, on the authors’ personal web site or within any institutional repository maintained by the authors’ employer. The posted Work may not be a PDF of the final typeset version, and must include a full citation as well as a link to the printed version on the *Journal of Forestry* web site. The personal web site or institutional repository must not charge a fee for document delivery or article access.
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how has or could OA save your bacon?

instant messages coming to library reference
guest contacted librarian@chat.im-more)-ccl

for transfers/etc see: https://libraryh3lp.com/go/eyez?t=82uaxnG13ace0q02uy16f3e20

Hi! I'm a former student, just graduated from Scripps in May. I'm trying to apply to PhD programs and just realized that I don't have access to the databases anymore (like PsychInfo) because my student ID is inactive.
Guest contacted librarian@chat.libraryh3lp.com

for transfers/etc see: https://libraryh3lp.com/go/ev30?t=47dhtgqbutkoq014uva|6dvdc

can alumni access the library databases? I am a senior and wondering for when I graduate

answered by servicesdesk1-ccl
"but where do I find all these amazing OA resources"

http://libraries.claremont.edu/
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